Start with a pencil with a sharp point and a clean eraser. Work very lightly (I actually darkened these lines so you could see them better). Take your time and practice!

Now we’re looking cat-like!

Puck is missing his back right foot.

I call this “the bowling pin phase.”

Elvis has tall, wide ears. Puck has short, little ears.

This mouth was a mistake I decided to keep!

The clothes make the cat!

Elvis has a bell-shaped head. Lupins is shorter.

Don’t worry about erasing lines just yet! Use them as guides.

You’re ready to ink! Trace the lines you want to keep, leave the rest to erase later. If you’re going to paint your drawing, be sure to use a waterproof pen or marker! You can always use colored pencils or crayons to add some color to your work, too.

I used to paint Puck’s fur, but now I ink it for newspapers.

You can add many details just by coloring your work.

Ear tufts

Looking dapper, Elvis!

Ear tips

Lupins are pink.

Fluffy bits

It’s fun to erase your pencil lines and reveal your final drawing!

What a difference!
CREATE YOUR OWN PET NEWS NETWORK

DIRECTIONS: Break a news story (real or fictional) with your own team of reporters! Start your comic with an anchor sitting behind the desk to present the news story, then switch to one or more reporters on the scene to give the rest of the scoop. Your news team can be the cats from *Lupin Leaps In*, your own pets, or made up ones! Just be sure to dress them in snazzy outfits for the broadcast.